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Partial decay schemes for the very neutron-rich nuclei '4 '~Ba and ' Ba have been determined by
the study of y-y coincidences in 5 Cf fission fragments. Interlaced positive- and negative-parity levels
connected by fast electric dipole transitions are observed in '~Ba and ' Ba above spin 7A. This is simi-
lar to the situation in some light actinide nuclei, where the data have been interpreted in terms of
reflection-asymmetric shapes.

PACS numbers: 21.10.Re, 23.20.Lv, 25.85.Ca, 27.60.+j

The recent discoveries' in light actinide nuclei of
level patterns similar to rotational bands in reflection-
asymmetric molecules suggest that some nuclei at
moderate spin have stable shapes which may incorporate
octupole deformation. This possibility has been exam-
ined for some time but received renewed attention in

view of the observations on the light Ac, Ra, and Th nu-
clei. In the even-even isotopes, as the spin increases,
negative- and positive-parity levels become interlaced
with spacings roughly appropriate to a single band. The
levels in these bands are connected by both strong elec-
tric quadrupole and strong electric dipole transitions.
These data have been interpreted ' in terms of an axial-
ly symmetric octupole deformation which stabilizes as
the nuclear rotation increases. Other interpretations
have also been proposed including one7 in the inter-
acting-boson-model framework and one which uses a
molecular-cluster model.

Only in restricted regions of the nuclear chart are nu-
clei expected to gain appreciable amounts of binding en-

ergy by assumption of octupole deformations. These re-
gions occur when a pair of single-particie orbitals with
hl 3 and dj 3 having large octupole-interaction ma-
trix elements lies close to each other. Detailed mean-
field calculations for ground states predict that octupole
deformations are most likely near A 224, with Z-90
and N —134, and in a region near Z 56, %-90.
Structures suggestive of octupole deformation have been
reported near A 224, and it is of great interest to ex-
amine the second group to test the predictions and to ex-
plore similarities with those near A 224.

There is very little information on nuclei near Z 56,
N 90 at spins higher than a few units: They are very
neutron-rich and are not accessible with the usual in-
beam techniques. They are, however, some of the most
copious products of the spontaneous fission of 2s2Cf, and
this Letter reports partial decay paths for discrete levels
in ' 2'~Ha and '468a populated following statistical de-

cay of primary fission fragments. Some levels at low ex-
citation energy and spin in the relevant Ba isotopes have
been determined from previous studies of Cf decay
products'0 and decays of Cs isotopes. " The average
spin'2 in a final Ba fragment is about 5A and high sensi-

tivity is needed to observe higher-spin discrete levels
which become more weakly populated and whose decay

y rays sit on a background of very many lines from other
fission fragments. The required sensitivity was obtained
by use of seven bismuth-germanate-suppressed Ge
detectors of the Argonne-Notre Dame y-ray facility and
one LEPS (low-energy photon spectrometer) detector for
x rays and low-energy y rays, all in prompt coincidence
with each other. A further requirement for events
analyzed was that a coincident signal occurred in at least
one of fourteen bismuth germanate detectors of a multi-

plicity array located close to the source. The triple coin-
cidence requirement eliminated most beta-decay back-
grounds and emphasized prompt events of high multipli-
city.

A 60-pCi Cf source was embedded in a Be cylinder
which had an 8-mg-cm -thick front face through which
x rays could emerge. The Ba fragments slow down in Be
in about 2 ps and mainly emit y rays at rest. The main
discrete line pathways were determined in the usual way
from the analysis of y-y and y-LEPS coincidence data.
In most cases it was possible to place y rays in decay
schemes as long as their intensities were greater than
about one percent of that of the ' Ba 2~+ 0~+ line,
which is present in -3.5% of the fission decays of Cf.

Figure 1 shows the schemes obtained. They are the
most extensive available for nuclei with a large neutron
excess. No simple feeding pattern was seen in ' Ba. In

Ba the discrete levels observed comprise two sets of
states with strong sideways transitions between them.
These transitions were established to be E 1, and hence
(1+1) I, on the basis of the following observations:
(i) Legendre polynomial fits to y-y angular correlations
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FIG. 1. Partial decay schemes for '4~ 'Ba. The numbers in square brackets are the relative intensities of y rays in coincidence
with the 2&+ 0~+ y ray in each nucleus. The errors on the relative intensities vary from -25% for the weak y rays to -5% for the
most intense. The measured populations of '~28a, '~aa, and '~Ha were in the ratios 0.68:1.00:0.29. The errors on the level energies
and y-ray energies are 0.2 keV or better; there is an additional uncertainty of 0.2 keV on the absolute energies.

gave the mean value of the coefficient A2 of 0.07(2) for
the strong in-band cascades in the even Ba isotopes, con-
sistent with the prediction of 0.10 for stretched E2-E2
correlations. For the strongest (I+1) I transitions in

Ba the mean value was —0.01(5), consistent with the
prediction of —0.014 for stretched dipole-quadrupole
correlations. (ii) The K-conversion coefficient a~ for the
116-keV y ray in ' Ba was measured from LEPS spec-
tra in coincidence with the 431- and 394-keV y rays.
The relative intensities of the 116-keV y ray and of the
Ba Ka x ray (after subtraction of contributions from oth-
er transitions) gave a weighted mean value for air of
0.16(30). The theoretical values are 0.13 for E 1, 0.6 for
M1, and 0.75 for E2. (iii) The reduced transition prob-
abilities 801,) for the sideways transitions were estimat-
ed from the relative y-ray intensities for different as-
sumed multipolarities with use of the measured' intrin-

sic quadrupole moment. If they are El, their average
strength is —10 Weisskopf units (W.u.); if Ml it is
—10 ' %'.u. There are no known interband M 1 transi-
tions in medium-A even nuclei with strengths of this

magnitude. ' The weight of all the evidence points to
E 1 character for the sideways y rays. Their 8 (E 1)
values are given in Table I.

Levels in ' Ba were not identified to spins as high as
in ' 48a, mainly because ' 68a is populated about 4
times less in the fission of 25 Cf. In ' Ba the discrete
levels observed again comprise two sets. One set in-

cludes known' levels of spins 1 and 3, and strong y rays
are observed from the levels of assumed spins 5 and 7 to
the 4~+ and 6l+ levels. The assignments of odd parity
and spin to levels in ' Ba are not as certain as in ' Ba.
However, it is very likely by analogy with ' Ba that the
set containing the spin-1 and spin-3 levels has odd spins
and negative parity and that the y rays referred to are
E 1. The 8(E 1) values for these transitions were es-

timated in the same way as for ' Ba and are listed in

Table I. They are large in absolute terms but
8(E1;7 6) is significantly smaller than in ' Ba. This
is also true for other 8(El) values since the sideways
transitions from the positive-parity states to those of neg-
ative parity are too weak to be observed. The weaker
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TABLE I. Electric dipole transition strengths in ' Ba and
146Ba
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FIG. 2. The energy differences (BE/8) vs spin I for levels
in '~Ba '468a, 2 222 Th (Ref. 4). The data for ' Ba are al-
most indistingoishable from those for '~Ba but are known up
to spin 9h only. BE/8 is defined in the text.
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'P(E2;2i+ 0|+) for '448a 0.23 e2 b for ' Ba 0.29 e .b2.
8(E1) for '~Ba 0.0173 e b for 'Ba 0.0174 e b. A con-

stant quadrupole moment was assumed for each nucleus, although an
increase with spin is possible.

8(E1) values in ' Ba account for the different popula-
tion patterns of the levels compared to ' 48a.

The level patterns in ' Ba and ' sBa are qualitatively
similar to those observed in the light actinide nuclei. As
the spin increases to -Sh the level spacings approxi-
mate those of a single band, such as ~ould arise from the
rotation of an octupole-deformed shape. The differences
in energy between the observed positions of the odd-
parity levels and those expected for rotational bands are
given by the expression

(I + 1)E(I —1 ) ++IE (I + 1 ) +

2E+1

Figure 2 shows the quantity (bE/8) versus spin I for
Ba, ' Ba, Th, and Th. 8, the rotational con-

stant, is deduced from the energy splittings of the 101+

and 8~+ levels in each nucleus.
The 8(E1) values for ' Ba given in Table I are

among the largest known in medium or heavy nuclei, as
are some of those measured in the neighborhood of

Th. The table shows that the reduced strengths of the
(I + 1)+ I transitions are somewhat larger than
those of the I (I —1)+ transitions. However, with
increasing spin they approach each other, as expected for
a stable octupole deformation at the higher spins.
Within the rotational model the E1 strength may be re-
lated to an intrinsic dipole moment Do via the expression

8(E1)=3D(&I,010 i I/0l'/4~.
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For spins I ~86 in ' "Ba this gives an average value of
Do=0. 13(l) e fm. On the assumption that the spin
dependence of the El transition rates in '4 Ba is the
same as in ' Ba, the average Do in ' sBa is determined
from the 8(E1) for the 7 6 transition to be -0.037
e fm. This is more than 3 times smaller than in ' Ba.
The moment Do arises from the displacements of the
centers of the proton and neutron distributions from the
center of mass in the asymmetric nucleus and has been
written' as the sum of two components, the first calcu-
lated with the liquid-drop model and the second depen-
dent on shell effects. The latter component may vary
rapidly but smoothly with X and Z, and near 2 Th vari-
ations in Do are seen comparable to the difference be-
tween ' Ba and ' Ba. The spread of moments in the
heavy nuclei is well described by the calculations. '

Similar calculations's made recently for the Ba nuclei
predict that, Do wi11 be smaller in &46Ba than jn ' Ba.
These calculations predict potential surfaces which at
low spin show shallow minima at an octupole deforma-
tion parameter P3-0.1, which become more pronounced
at higher spin. These predictions are in agreement with
the observations.

Strong E1 transitions are also observed' in ' Sm
and ' Sm where patterns similar to those discussed in

this work are seen. The calculations of Ref. 15 succeed
in description of the strengths of these transitions with a
dipole moment about half of those seen in the Ba or ac-
tinide region.

In summary, the present experiments show that the
yrast levels of ' Ba and ' Ba are very similar in behav-
ior to those of some light actinides. The level patterns
and E1 transition rates are consistent with a picture in
which an octupole deformation sets in with increasing
spin. The question of whether these nuclei actually ac-
quire static octupole deformations or undergo large am-
plitude octupole vibrations (with an octupole-soft
potential-energy surface) needs to be clarified.
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